12 May 2016

Chaucer expands Political Risk & Trade Credit Team
Chaucer, the specialist Lloyd’s insurance group, has appointed Jonathan Bint as Political Risk
Underwriter & Analyst.

Jonathan has been recruited to help drive Chaucer’s continued expansion of their political risk and
trade credit product range alongside Deborah Wyatt, Head of Emerged Markets, who joined Chaucer
in March to spearhead the development of the Political Risk Team’s solutions for emerged markets.

Jonathan has over two decades of financial
markets experience and has worked with
underwriters, regulators and rating agencies in
the field of credit analysis, most recently as
part of the credit and political risk underwriting
team at XL Catlin.

Nick Kilhams, Head of Political Risk and Trade Credit at Chaucer commented:

“With Jonathan on board, our Emerged Markets Team is now fully in place and open for business.
Jonathan is an excellent political risk analyst and in partnership with the team at Chaucer, we can
now provide brokers and clients with comprehensive solutions for all their political risk and trade
credit needs.”

Jonathan Bint, Political Risk Underwriter & Analyst at Chaucer added:

“I have joined Chaucer at an exciting time. I am pleased to be part of this growing team as we launch
our enhanced political risk and trade credit solutions to meet brokers and clients’ requirements in the
emerged markets.”
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About Chaucer
Chaucer is a leading insurance group underwriting risks at Lloyd’s, the world’s specialist insurance
market. It deploys specialist underwriters in all major classes, including aviation, casualty, energy,
marine, property and treaty.
Headquartered in London, Chaucer has international operations in Copenhagen and Singapore, and
affiliate offices in Miami and New York, providing access to high quality business worldwide.
Chaucer is the focus of international operations for The Hanover Insurance Group, Inc. Based in
Worcester, Massachusetts, The Hanover is one of the largest insurance businesses in the United
States.
For more information, please visit www.chaucerplc.com.

